
Why Arriscraft?

Natural 
Aesthetics
In terms of exterior stone options, 
Arriscraft gives you the best of both 
worlds – the beauty and performance 
of natural stone and the cost-
e� ectiveness of a manufactured 
product designed for standard 
installation.

For over 60 years, we have made 
our premium stone using only natural 
materials – creating a superior product 
to other manufactured stone.

Smart Benefits
Masonry homes are a smart 
choice for so many reasons! Brick 
and stone houses are safer, more 
energy efficient and much easier to 
maintain than those built with vinyl 
or wood. You’ll enjoy lower costs 
and better security from day one. 
Plus, masonry homes are the gold 
standard for resale value – delivering 
5-10% more on average.
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Our stone looks so natural and performs so well 
because we replicate how stone is created in the 
earth – using only natural materials.

Aesthetics



Scan to view video
http://bit.ly/2mb3MGT

Choose from dozens of stone 
styles in natural colours!

Build Your Dream
Because we have complete design control, we 
manufacture more than a dozen stone styles, as well as 
Renaissance® masonry units. Whether you prefer the 
crisp, clean lines of a contemporary design or the robust 
character of fi eld stone, we have a style just for you.

The additional cost of Arriscraft stone over 
vinyl is only about $30/bi-monthly payment*. 
Or the cost of a daily co� ee!

*  Based on an average size home using 2,000 square feet of stone.

Create Value
Arriscraft stone falls between brick and quarried stone, 
when priced by the square foot. We also manufacture a 
gorgeous selection of brick which can easily be incorporated 
into your home design. Our sales representatives or dealers 
can work with you on product combinations.

Please visit our website to review our styles 
and download our Residential Brochure. 
Your local dealer will have samples and 
colour swatches.
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